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6. Sample Materials 
 
Research Question 5  
What examples are available of teacher-assessed tasks and teacher judgment 
processes in other statewide or international testing programs? What samples of 
materials can be gathered? 
 

6.1 Teacher-assessed Tasks in Large-scale Testing Programs 
There is a variety of large-scale census testing programs that involve teachers 
assessing tasks both nationally and internationally. These range from teachers being 
trained centrally to mark test tasks to teachers marking the tasks their own students 
undertake (see table 1 for examples). Only representative samples of the types of 
teacher-assessed tasks from the United States of America are discussed here, while all 
census literacy and numeracy tests from Australian States and Territories are presented. 
Each is considered below, with an example, and an appraisal based upon the critical 
positioning from the literature review follows. 

6.1.1 Indiana Statewide Testing for Educational Progress (ISTEP+) 
The Indiana State Board of Education developed ISTEP+ (Indiana Education 
Department 2001). One component is a criterion-referenced applied skills assessment 
for Grades 3, 6, 8 and 10 in English and Mathematics. The applied skills test is marked 
by trained qualified ‘readers’, recruited publicly, but are teachers or those who hold a 
teaching degree. Readers must successfully complete a formal training program and are 
monitored heavily — unacceptable readers are either retrained or replaced. Figure 1 is 
an example of a task in Mathematics and the scoring rubric is seen in figure 2. Figure 3 
shows a scoring exemplar. While not an extensive open-ended task example, it is 
representative of the sorts of teacher-assessed tasks that occur in ISTEP+. 

 

 
Figure 1 

Teacher-Assessed Task Mathematics Grade 3 (Indiana Department of Education 2002a, 
p. 22) 
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Figure 2 
Scoring Rubric (Indiana Department of Education 2002b, p. 67) 

 
 

 
Figure 3 

Scoring exemplar (Indiana Department of Education 2002b, p. 67) 
 

ISEP+ applied skills test is an example of teachers assessing open-ended tasks. Criteria 
for marking are rigidly set, and markers must pass scoring examinations before they can 
be accredited. Teacher involvement is limited to marking only, and most of the teachers 
involved are not working in classrooms. There would be limited professional 
development for classroom teachers, and few links to effective pedagogy. There is little 
use of consistency processes, except formal training of markers. 
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6.1.2 Kentucky Department of Education Commonwealth Accountability 
Testing System (CATS) 
The CATS (Kentucky Department of Education 2001) was developed through a 
collaborative process between teachers, parents and education advisors. Students are 
assessed in national, core content, writing portfolio, and demand writing tests. The 
writing portfolio is the only part of CATS that is teacher-assessed. The rest of the test, 
both open response and multiple-choice items, are scored by a test contractor for the 
state. Teachers, administrators, specialists and members of education organisations 
undertake assessment design and writing of item and scoring guides. The writing 
portfolio is assessed at the 4th, 7th and 12th grade. Teachers are trained to use an 
established scoring rubric (marking criteria) and random student portfolios are reviewed 
by the state for accuracy in scoring. Classroom teachers are encouraged to 
collaboratively mark the portfolios. Portfolio results are reported separately from the 
centrally marked demand writing tests. 
 
Portfolios are a collection of a student’s best writing. Students, with their teachers, 
choose pieces produced in their classes over a period of time. Grade 4 students make 
four selections of genre: reflective, personal, literary, and transactive. Grade 7 and 12 
select the same as Grade 4, but make another selection on a genre of their own choice. 
Figure 4 shows part of the Parent Guidebook that explains the writing portfolio 
components and the marking criteria. 
 

 
 

 
WHAT ARE THE REQUIRED PIECES IN THE 

  7TH GRADE WRITING PORTFOLIO? 
 

The student includes a total of 5 pieces of writing in the portfolio. Any of the 
following portfolio entries may come from study areas other than English language 
arts, but a minimum of one piece of writing must come from another subject area. 

 
• Reflective Writing in the form of 

− Letter to the Reviewer — discussing the student’s growth as a 
writer and reflecting on pieces in the portfolio. (Student must include 
one.) 

• Personal Expressive Writing(s) in the form of 
− Personal Narrative — focusing on one event in the life of the writer 
− Memoir — focusing on the relationship of the writer with a particular 

person, place, animal, or thing 
− Personal Essay — focusing on a central idea supported by a variety 

of incidents in the writer’s life 
(Student must include one or two.) 

• Literary Writing(s) in the form of 
                                  • Short story    • Poem     • Script 

(Student must include one or two.) 
• Transactive Writing(s) for a variety of authentic audiences and purposes in 

real-world forms (e.g., letter, article, editorial, proposal, brochure, review).  
(Student must include one or two.) 

In addition to the 5 pieces of writing, each portfolio must include the following: 
• Table of Contents 
• Student Signature Sheet — states ownership of the portfolio and may 

give permission to use the portfolio for training (optional) 
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Figure 4 

Parent Guidebook on writing portfolio components and marking criteria (Kentucky 
Department of Education 2002, pp. 6 & 9) 

 
Portfolio assessment is considered to be an effective technique in writing assessment 
(Freedman 1993). Its use in a large-scale test would contribute to teacher development 
and to effective writing pedagogy. Teachers are involved in most aspects of test design 
and in the marking of the portfolios with scoring rubrics. These processes would 
contribute to teacher development. As teachers are encouraged to share their marking 
with others, only some consistency processes are used, but it is not known how this 
sharing contributes to moderating the assessments. As schools are rewarded for 
increased student performance the stakes for CATS are reasonably high, and if 

 
The Scoring Guide 

 
Unlike a grade of A or B, your child’s score on the Writing Portfolio can 
give you information about the characteristics most often observed in your 
child’s writing. When you and your child know what to look for, you also 
know what needs improvement. The Kentucky Holistic Scoring Guide, 
below, lists the qualities of effective writing under “Proficient,” the goal for 
all Kentucky students. 

 
NOVICE 
•  Limited awareness of audience and/or purpose 
•  Minimal idea development; limited and/or unrelated details 
•  Random and/or weak organization 
•  Incorrect and/or ineffective sentence structure 
•  Incorrect and/or ineffective language 
•  Errors in spelling, punctuation, and capitalization disproportionate to 
    length and complexity of writing 

 
APPRENTICE 
•  Some evidence of communicating with an audience for a specific 
    purpose; some lapses in focus 
•  Unelaborated idea development; unelaborated and/or repetitious 
    details 
•  Lapses in organization and/or coherence 
•  Simplistic and/or awkward sentence structure 
•  Simplistic and/or imprecise language 
•  Some errors in spelling, punctuation, and capitalization that do not 
    interfere with communication 

 
PROFICIENT 
•  Focused on a  purpose; communicates with audience; evidence of voice 
    and/or suitable tone 
•  Depth of idea development supported by elaborated, relevant details 
•  Logical, coherent organization 
•  Controlled and varied sentence structure 
•  Acceptable, effective language 
•  Few errors in spelling, punctuation, and capitalization relative to the 
    length and complexity 

 
DISTINGUISHED 
• Establishes a purpose and maintains clear focus; strong awareness of 
    audience; evidence of distinctive voice and/or appropriate tone 
•  Depth and complexity of ideas supported by rich, engaging, and/or 
    pertinent details; evidence of analysis, reflection, insight 
•  Careful and/or subtle organization 
•  Variety in sentence structure and length enhances effect 

      •  Precise and/or rich language 
      •  Control of spelling, punctuation, and capitalization 
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classroom teachers are involved in selecting samples of writing, and in marking the 
samples, it could be difficult for them not to offer intervention, or ‘mark up’ the work. As 
the portfolio results are reported separately any differences between these scores and 
writing demand, as they comprise two different writing situations, may be explained, but 
this issue could be problematic from an accountability position. 

6.1.3 Maryland School Performance Assessment Program (MSPAP) 
MSPAP (Maryland Department of Education 2001) consists of criterion-referenced 
performance tests in reading, mathematics, writing, language usage, science and social 
studies for students in grades 3, 5 and 8. Tests are based on learning outcomes 
developed by Maryland educators. These specify what students should know and be 
able to do. The tests emphasise higher order skills to solve problems, make decisions 
and understand information. It utilises short and extended response items and individual 
and group performance tasks. 
 
Teachers write the tasks (approximately 140) and mark the tests using state-developed 
rubrics. Approximately 650 teachers are involved in marking 185 000 tests. All answer 
books, for a given grade and cluster, are marked at the same time, and at different sites 
around the state. Scorers mark the open-ended responses and assign a score point on 
a scan sheet. Quality of scorers’ marks is maintained by check sets, accuracy sets, spot 
checks, and retraining. Figure 5 is an example of part of a task for Grade 3 on ‘Deserts’. 
This part involves writing to persuade and is at the end of a five-day test sequence. All 
test tasks are related to the theme, and test performance in reading, language use and 
Social Studies as well as writing. Figure 6 shows the marking criteria and two examples 
of scored work. 
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Figure 5 

Example of part of a task for Grade 3 on ‘Deserts’ (Maryland State Department of 
Education 1996a, pp. 30, 34 & 35) 
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Figure 6 
Marking criteria and two examples of scored work (Maryland State Department of 

Education 1996b, pp. 19 & 20) 
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Maryland encourages ‘teaching to the test’ as the test items are about higher order 
thinking skills (Maryland Department of Education 2001 — What is MSPAP?, p. 1). 
Teacher involvement is high, with strong links to pedagogy — especially when teachers 
are encouraged to teach students how to respond to broader response tasks. MSPAP 
contributes to professional development because of the large numbers of teachers 
involved in task development and marking. Consistency issues are dealt with through 
training of markers, and checking strategies. Maryland has received some publicity 
recently over its Testing Program (Center for Education Reform Newswire 2002). Some 
sites’ test marks indicated that schools in the area were not able to show required 
improvements. Parent groups in Maryland have criticised the tests and asked for their 
suspension while a tool could be found that will help the state comply with the Federal 
‘No Child Left Behind’ Act (House Education and the Workforce Committee 2001). This 
is an indication of the American large-scale test discourses, and the high stakes that 
accompany the test processes. 

6.1.4 Vermont Statewide Assessment System 
Vermont assessments (Vermont Department of Education 2001) include the Vermont 
Developmental Reading Assessment (DRTA), Written Language Portfolio (WLPA) and 
Mathematics Problem Solving and Communication Portfolio (MPSCPA) assessments 
that are teacher-assessed. All results from these tests are reported separately from the 
centrally computer-marked tests. 
 
The DRTA is a standards-based assessment in reading. It is administered to all Grade 2 
students. Teachers mark oral reading for accuracy and retelling for comprehension, and 
results are analysed centrally. It is reported back to schools the percentage of students 
who score in the highest two levels — achieved the standard and achieved the standard 
with honours. DRTA was adapted from the original Developmental Reading Assessment 
published by Celebration Press. 
 
The WLPA is a standards-based assessment administered to students in Grades 5 and 
8. Students prepare six pieces of writing that have gone through the entire process of 
draft to final edit. Teachers assess the portfolios using a rubric which scores writing on a 
two-point scale. The six pieces are about a response to literature, a report/expository 
piece, a narrative, a procedural piece, a persuasive argument and a personal essay. 
 
The MPSCPA, aligned to state framework of standards, is administered to all students in 
Grades 4, 8 and 10. The portfolio is a compilation of the students’ best problem-solving 
work on assigned, complex tasks. In addition to maths work, students are asked to 
describe how they approached the problem. Teachers mark the portfolio by rating seven 
areas for Grades 4 and 8, and five areas for Grade 10, on a six-point scale. Areas 
assessed are approach and reasoning, connections, accuracy of the solution, 
mathematical language, representation and documentation in Grades 4 and 8, and 
approach and reasoning, execution, observation and extensions, mathematical 
communication and presentation in Grade 10. Sample portfolios are selected for re-
scoring for state data, but schools use the locally scored portfolios for their school 
reports. 
 
Figure 7 shows a marked task from the Mathematics portfolio, while figure 8 gives some 
of the criteria used for marking. The marked task shows that the student has identified 
an underlying mathematical concept — Level 2 ‘connections’ criteria — second bullet 
point. 
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Figure 7 
Example of a marked problem-solving task from Mathematics Problem-Solving and 

Communication Portfolio 
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Figure 8 

Some marking criteria for Mathematics Problem-Solving and Communication Portfolio 
Tasks 

 
Fairtest (2001) states that Vermont has nearly a model testing system. The assessment 
burden is reasonable as are the stakes. Teacher involvement is high due to the local 
marking of the three tests. Teachers are trained to use the portfolio rubrics. Marking 
meetings are held across the state twice yearly. Fairtest states that the portfolios were 
also intended to improve teaching. Independent reviews by the RAND Corporation 
confirmed that this intent was met; pedagogy links are high. Other grade areas include 
portfolio assessments, but as the program is comprehensive, selection of writing 
samples and problem-solving activities may dominate the curriculum in the years the test 
is administered. To assist with consistency, teachers are encouraged to collaboratively 
mark the portfolios, but Fairtest has stated that reliability of the assessments will need 
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continued attention. To help in this, the Vermont Department of Education has reduced 
the marking criteria from five points to three. 

6.1.5 Australian Capital Territory Assessment Program 2001 
The speaking component (Australian Capital Territory Department of Education and 
Community Services 2001) is the only component of the ACT tests in Literacy and 
Numeracy that is teacher-assessed, and only for Grades 3 and 5. Teachers assess on a 
four-point scale for content and performance — Grade 3, 1–4; Grade 5, 2–5. ACT 
provides a video for professional development when marking students’ talk. Teachers 
introduce the task, and students talk about the task with a partner — instructions also 
include reminders about formal speaking. Figure 9 shows these instructions. Each 
student in the class then speaks for one minute while the teacher scores from a marking 
guide. The second task involves rehearsal time before the formal talk. Grade 5 are 
asked to prepare the talk before rehearsal with a partner. Palm cards and prompts are 
encouraged. Teachers are encouraged to mark in pairs, but this is not mandatory. 
 
 

 
Figure 9 

An example of speaking task administration requirements 
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Figure 10 
Student record sheet and criteria 

 
For this component the classroom teacher is the task administrator and the task marker. 
Figure 10 shows the record sheet and marking criteria. There are some pedagogy links 
as the test is close to real-life public speaking situations and strategies. There is a small 
amount of Professional Development through a video to support marking requirements, 
criteria to mark speaking on content and performance for a range of spoken texts, and 
room for moderation. Consistency is achieved through clear instructions, criteria 
understanding, practice marking with video support, and marking in pairs with 
moderation processes only encouraged. Speaking assessment does not contribute to 
National Benchmark data. 

6.1.6 New South Wales 
The Primary Writing Assessment (PWA) is administered to Years 3 (New South Wales 
Department of Education and Training 2001a) and 5 (2001b) students, at around the 
same time as the centrally marked multiple-choice Basic Skills Test. Students complete 
two writing tasks — one literary, one factual. Teachers mark these using set criteria for 
each task. The English Language and Learning Assessment (ELLA) is administered to 
Years 7 and 8 (New South Wales Department of Education and Training 2001, School 
Assessment and Reporting Unit 2001). The writing task for this program is teacher-
assessed. The extended response task for the Statewide Numeracy Assessment 
Program (SNAP) (New South Wales Department of Education and Training 2001c) for 
Years 7 and 8 is teacher-assessed. Teachers who nominate for ‘in school’ markers 
receive two days of classroom release — one for training (after administration of the 
test) and one for marking the tasks. Figure 11 shows an example of the teacher-
assessed writing task with figure 12 showing marking criteria. 
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Figure 11 

Example of the PWA teacher-assessed writing task 
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Figure 12 
PWA writing task marking criteria 
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Teachers are formally trained to mark the tasks, which are assessed against criteria. 
There are pedagogy links as the tasks are both closed and open-ended, and linked to 
syllabus documents. It is suggested that from the test results, teachers can adjust 
teaching programs to meet the needs of individual students. Professional development 
occurs through training of markers, and through their subsequent conversations upon 
returning to schools. Consistency is only achieved through formal training and markers 
being able to contact a coordinator by phone during the marking process. Only PWA and 
ELLA are used to contribute to national benchmark data. 

6.1.7 Northern Territory Multi-level Assessment Program 
The reading, spelling and numeracy tests are teacher-assessed. The Common Writing 
Task (CWT) is assessed centrally (Northern Territory Government 2001). Trained 
teachers mark the common writing task, and the criteria for marking are published in the 
administration guide. Teachers can mark their own students’ work; complete the optional 
marking table on the cover of the test booklet, before returning scripts for central 
marking. The marking procedure is to assign a numerical score (based upon learning 
outcomes) against criteria of subject matter; ideas and vocabulary, and textual features; 
generic structure, cohesion, punctuation and spelling. Figure 13 shows the optional 
marking table on the tear-off front page of the student test booklet. 
 
Reading item responses are reasonably precise. Students work through multi-levelled 
reading stimulus, recording responses using a variety of response techniques. Reading 
material is levelled against NT assessment profiles, and scores indicate which level 
students are working within. Descriptors explain reasons for each response in terms of 
learning outcomes. Numeracy responses are varied, but reasonably precise. Teachers 
mark with a key for right or wrong responses. Items are explained by referring to 
syllabus document page numbers. Scores indicate which level within which students are 
working. 
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Figure 13 
Front page of the NTAP student Year 3 literacy test booklet showing marking table for 

the optional common writing task teacher’s assessment 
 
Teachers would have to engage with marking criteria if taking the option to mark the 
CWT. They would have to indicate where the student is currently working within school 
programs based upon NT profile levels, First Step phases, or NT curriculum bands. 
There are obvious links here to NT syllabus, which indicates the program provides some 
positive professional development. Teachers are encouraged to let students know the 
results as soon as they have completed marking, and to identify beneficial teaching 
points for the remainder of the school year. There was little evidence of consistency or 
moderation processes, except for contacting a relevant government officer for further 
explanation. The CWT is double marked, where both marks and the teacher optional 
mark are not disclosed. A moderator rectifies any discrepancies. There is no data 
available regarding correlation between teacher and marker assessment, but anecdotal 
evidence suggests it is high. In 2002, the Northern Territory Government is offering 
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professional development for teachers in marking the writing task. All tests contribute to 
national benchmark data. 

6.1.8 South Australia 
All tests are centrally marked in South Australia, but they are investigating using teacher 
assessments and judgment. In 2001 South Australia published a product termed 
Calibrated Assessment Tasks (Out of Print). This was designed for teachers to work 
individually with assessment tasks, and then to trial their own judgments against criteria 
and exemplars in the package. This has been discontinued as the tasks were limited, 
their use was dubious, and there was little durable change to teaching practice or 
assessments that could have been collected. This year South Australia will trial a 
process of professional development where teachers will come together to discuss 
assessment tasks, assessment criteria against the Curriculum Frameworks and 
Accountability Framework. They will trial the tasks and meet for moderation processes. 
This trial will be documented as a possible path for State collection of data on student 
performance using broader tasks and teacher judgments. 

6.1.9 Victoria Achievement Improvement Monitor (AIM) 
Teacher-assessed writing and mathematics occurs as part of the AIM program in years 
3 and 5 (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority 2000). Students write on a topic 
that fits in with normal classroom activities, or selected from three that have stimulus 
material supplied. Students discuss the stimulus, prepare a draft (using all resources in 
the classroom, including discussion with peers) and revise their work. Final versions are 
written individually and within a set time. Maths involves students performing applied 
mathematics tasks, with a timed teacher demonstration and timed task completion. 
 
Writing is marked against criteria that relate to the Victorian outcomes approach 
Curriculum Standards and Framework support documents and accompanying 
elaborations. Teachers are given exemplars to explain criteria, and trial pieces to 
practise marking. Teachers assess mathematics by marking responses with a numerical 
score if responses are right or wrong. Maths tasks are hands on; encompass 
explanation and a variety of responses can be given to the tasks. Figure 14 gives an 
example of teacher-assessed mathematics tasks. 
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Figure 14 
Example of AIM teacher-assessed mathematics tasks 

 
Writing prompts are a little lacking in breadth, purpose or audience requirements. 
Because of the ‘process’ focus, this task links to writing pedagogy. As the marking 
criteria are related to Victoria Curriculum and Standards Frameworks documents, this 
would assist in teacher professional development. Consistency in marking would be an 
issue, as moderation is not overemphasised. The purpose was for the teacher-assessed 
tasks could also be questioned, as the tasks are often too similar to standardised 
components. 
 

6.2 Appraisal Conclusions 
Discussed earlier, four stances were drawn from the literature, which were used to form 
a critical position to critique the samples of test materials and the above testing 
programs. Questions, based upon the stances, were asked of the materials and 
programs to see what they had to offer. Questions asked were: 
• what kinds of teacher involvement are there in the program 
• what are the implications the program has for pedagogy 
• are teachers professionally developed by the program, and 
• what consistency processes are used to assist in validity and reliability of marking? 

 
There was a variety of ways teachers were involved in these tests. They ranged from 
teachers being formally trained to mark tasks, to teachers being involved in planning and 
developing tasks and marking tasks that their own students undertook. In programs 
where the stakes were higher, as in budgetary rewards for test results, formal training of 
teachers as markers resulted. Table 1 shows some of these trends. 
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Positive pedagogy links were reported when testing programs were related to local 
syllabus documents, effective assessment practices, or if the results could directly affect 
changes to teaching and learning programs for individual students. A number of the 
programs were about testing to outcome statements or performance standards, with 
marking criteria developed from these. ‘Teaching to the test’ was encouraged in these 
instances. 
 
Professional development occurred when teachers were involved in task writing or 
marking. If teachers were only involved in administration of the test, gains for 
professional development was dubious. Where there was not a positive pedagogy link, 
professional development was limited to understanding only the test processes, which in 
itself, is helpful for teachers in understanding the Testing Program. The test assisted 
further in teacher development of effective assessment practices if these practices were 
valued in the Testing Program. 
 
There were very few moderation practices occurring with the tests that were reviewed. 
Often there were chances for teachers to meet and share the marking process, but 
these were only encouraged, and not seen as vital to the process, nor was it stated how 
this sharing contributed to moderating the marks. Mostly, training of markers, especially 
when perceived test stakes were higher, was the way consistency was realised. In the 
collected sample it appeared that the more reliant the test stakeholders are in valid, 
reliable and objective assessments (as when performance data is used to report to 
National Benchmarks), the more test contractors turn to formal training of markers and 
central task construction (see table 1). 
 

6.3 Conclusion 
What examples are available of teacher-assessed tasks and teacher judgment 
processes in other statewide or international testing programs? What samples of 
materials can be gathered for analysis? 
 
There are a variety of ways in which teachers assess test tasks beyond central marking. 
More extended test responses need more extensive marking processes and some of 
these include teachers marking their own students’ tasks. While Indiana uses central 
marking processes, Maryland uses local marking of their multiple task and cross-
curricular tests at different sites around the state. Both train markers rigidly in 
understanding marking rubrics and marking processes. Kentucky and Vermont include 
classroom teachers marking their own students for writing portfolio in Kentucky and 
writing and Mathematics portfolio in Vermont. Year-level teachers concerned attend out 
of school sessions in training to use assessment rubrics and criteria. Portfolio results are 
reported separately from writing demand, or in the case of Vermont, Mathematics 
multiple choice and short answer, test results. 
 
Australian States also show a similar variety of teacher-assessed tasks. Australian 
Capital Territory employs classroom teacher assessment for their speaking test, as does 
Victoria in a writing and Mathematics tasks. Both present teachers with marking criteria 
and exemplars, in video and print format respectively. New South Wales uses local site 
marking for their teacher-assessed tests in writing and extended Mathematics response 
tests, while the Northern Territory offers teachers an option to mark their demand writing 
task before it is centrally marked. Western Australia uses teacher-assessed tasks in 
their sample tests of English and Mathematics, but their literacy and numeracy census 
tests are machine scanned. Tasmania is not using teacher-assessed tasks at the 
present time and South Australia is trialling teacher-assessed tasks along with 
processes of consistency of teacher judgment as a way to collect statewide performance 
data. All use standardisation processes and training of teachers to enhance validity and 
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reliability of test marking. There was little use of consistency processes in as far as 
assessments being moderated through formal procedures or informally through 
discussion with other markers. 
 
Sample teacher-assessed tasks in testing programs from the USA offer the Queensland 
Testing Program some avenues to explore for the broadening of the program. As 
Maryland’s cohort is similar to Queensland’s the processes used to administer and 
assess their open-ended tasks could be worthy of investigation. Portfolio assessments 
similar to Kentucky and Vermont could be adapted for trial in Queensland to include 
extended response literacy and numeracy tasks related to Queensland syllabuses. The 
Speaking Test from Australian Capital Territory could also be adapted for the 
Queensland testing context, as could the processes Victoria uses for teacher-assessed 
extended mathematics response and teacher-assessed writing tasks. 
 
The processes New South Wales use to locally mark their tests could be further 
investigated for their use in local site marking. Teacher assessment of demand writing 
tasks resembling the Northern Territory processes could also be used in Queensland. 
While not broadening the coverage, both would allow for more teacher involvement in 
the Queensland Testing Program. 
 


